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Re: Maine Turnpike Authority, York Toll Plaza
L-27241-TG-A-N
L-27275-TP-A-N

Hearing Officer Richardson:

Joanna B. Tourangeau
Admitted in ME, Nh and MA

On behalf of the Maine Turnpike Authority, I enclose the following:

(1) Applicant's Post-Hearing Brief regarding Modeling Changes:
(2) Applicant Statement regarding Department Questions; and
(3) Expert Statement regarding Modeling Changes.
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Thank you very much for your continued attention to this matter. Please do not hesitate to contact
me with any questions.
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STATE OF MAINE
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION

MAINE TURNPIKE AUTHORITY
YORK TOLL PLAZA
YORK, YORK COUNTY, MAINE
L-27241-TG-A-N
L-27275-TP-A-N

IN THE MATTER OF

) APPLICATION FOR NATURAL
) RESOURCES PROTECTION ACT PERMIT,
) WATER QUALITY CERTIFICATION, AND
) SITE LOCATION GENERAL PERMIT

APPLICANT'S POST HEARING
BRIEF REGARDING CDM SMITH MODEL REVISIONS

Pursuant to Section 23 of Chapter 3 of the Maine Department of Environmental

Protection's ("Department") rules, Applicant Maine Turnpike Authority files this initial post-

hearing brief on the sole question presented by the Department: "whether the Maine Turnpike

Authority (MTA) should be required to recalculate the financial impacts of AET and ORT facilities

for a ten-year time period beginning in 2019." As will be discussed in detail below, the answer is

no. There is no credible evidence in the record indicating that recalculating the financial impacts of

AET versus ORT for a ten-year period beginning in 2019 would provide results that would alter the

practicability of AET in comparison to ORT. The data and the record are clear. MTA's decision

that AET was not practicable remains sound.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Intervenor focused its arguments on the 2015 start date in the CDM Smith 2014 modeling of

the surcharge and traffic diversion impacts of AET versus ORT. Intervenor argues that because the

new plaza will not be built in 2015, the starting line on the existing model should be moved forward to

2019 and all modeled data preceding 2019 should be ignored. Execution of this exercise, Intervenor

argues, proves that there will be a smaller toll increase at York and thus less traffic diversion off the

Turnpike. Consequently, Intervenor argues, AET is a practicable alternative to ORT. Each premise

of Intervenor's argument is wrong.
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AET is not a practicable alternative to ORT due to its inferior financial, logistical and

technological characteristics. In order to thoroughly understand a few of the characteristics of AET

versus ORT, the MTA worked with CDM Smith in 2014 to complete a model which itself updated the

study completed by HNTB in 2009. The CDM Smith model was designed to predict, based on 2013

data, what toll increase and resulting traffic diversion would be required in order to achieve financial

parity between AET and ORT over a ten years period given the greater capital costs associated with

ORT.

Even with certain model biases in favor of AET, AET came closest to financial parity with

ORT only when the toll at York was doubled. The MTA planning documents do not contemplate toll

increases before 2031. Toll increases result in diversion of traffic. The MTA was created to

streamline traffic off side roads- not to divert traffic to Route 1 and other state roads. In short, AET

has financial and logistical impacts that make it impracticable for the MTA when compared to ORT.

If one moves the starting line of the model forward to 2019 or if one updates the model, as

Intervenor suggests, there is no evidence in the record indicating that implementation of AET at York

would not require the MTA to increase tolls and thereby divert traffic off the Turnpike. There can be

no argument but that the existing CDM Smith model includes a doubling of the toll at York

throughout the ten year modeled period- including in 2019. There is also no dispute that doubling the

toll will divert traffic from the Turnpike onto other adjacent routes.

The same outcome- increased tolls resulting in diversion- is true if one updates the model. If

one looks at the available raw data inputs into the model for 2014-16, each of the variables has

trended unfavorably for AET resulting in unanimous expert opinion that updated modelling results for

AET would require toll increases and result in traffic diversion.
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The record is replete with evidence that implementation of ORT at York results in no toll

increase and increased Turnpike traffic from adjacent state roads. No amount of tweaking the model

will change these facts. It is the reasoned decision of the MTA that doubling the toll at York and

diverting traffic from the Turnpike make AET impracticable in comparison to ORT which, the model

clearly indicates, will have none of these financial and logistical drawbacks.

BACKGROUND

In July 2014, after years of expert analysis and open and careful consideration, the MTA Board

of Directors determined that All Electronic Tolling ("AET") was not feasible for the York toll plaza, and

directed MTA Staff to pursue Open Road Tolling ("ORT"). See Mills Pre-Filed Testimony at 37;

Davidson Pre-Filed Testimony at 1-5; Turnpike Exhibit D. This decision was and remains a policy,

business and technical judgment regarding how to prudently implement highway speed tolling on the

Turnpike in a manner that meets customer expectations, operational needs, transportation system needs,

and bonding requirements. By Maine law, that decision properly rests with the MTA. See 23 M.R.S.A .

§§ 1965(1)(H) and (M).

The MTA filed an application in October of 20 1 6 to construct a new ORT plaza at

mile 8.8 of the Maine Turnpike ("Turnpike") in York, Maine ("MTA Application") by seeking a

Natural Resources Protection Act permit pursuant to 38 M.R.S. §§480-A — 480-JJ and filing a Notice

of Intent to Comply with the Maine State Transportation Site Law General Permit for the MTA

pursuant to the Site Location of Development Act, 38 M.R.S. §§ 481-90. The Department accepted

the MTA Application as complete on November 9, 2016. On December 2, 2016, the Department

determined that a public hearing would be held on the MTA Application. Both the Town of York and

Think Again submitted petitions to intervene that were granted by the Department without objection

by the MTA.
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The two intervenot•s argued that AET presented a practicable alternative to ORT and were

consolidated into one Intervenor. After the Department granted Intervenor's request for a hearing, the

MTA spent many more staff weeks and tens of thousands of dollars more in direct consultant costs for

CDM Smith, HNTB, and Jacobs to prepare the hearing materials. These materials include twenty pages

of direct pre-filed testimony and twenty-six supporting Exhibits, all of which is the kind of evidence

upon which reasonable persons are accustomed to rely in the conduct of the serious affair of tolling as

required by the Maine Administrative Procedure Act, 5 M.R.S.A. § 9057 (2) ("reliable evidence").

Further, the materials include twenty-five pages of pre-filed rebuttal testimony, and four more Exhibits,

all of which is reliable evidence. In all, the MTA has submitted an estimated six hundred pages of

material to support its decision on how and where to properly collect tolls at highway speeds on the

Turnpike.

In pre-filed testimony and at the public hearing, Intervenor focused its argument to one point:

AET is practicable in comparison with ORT given a start date of 2019 for the York plaza because if a

line is drawn at 2019, the CDM Smith model could show a lesser amount of necessary toll increases

and traffic diversion associated with AET in the future. See Jarvis Pre-Filed Testimony at 6-12; Smith

Pre-Filed Testimony at 1-9; Jarvis Pre-Filed Rebuttal Testimony at 1-12.1 Intervenor's argument is

beside the point. The record is uncontradicted (including by each and every Intervenor witness) that

whatever the start date of the model, implementation of AET will require a toll increase and a toll

increase will result in diversion of traffic. These aspects of AET make it impracticable in comparison

to ORT which does not require a toll increase and will result in traffic diverting from adjacent roads

onto the Turnpike.

With respect, the testimony of Jarvis and Smith as well as that of Milone & MacBroom Inc. represents their observations
only, and, as they testified at the public hearing, is not evidence on which the MTA could rely in making decisions impacting
revenue secured bonds. With specific regard to Milone & MacBroom, Mr. Sullivan testified that he is not and has never been
qualified to execute an investment grade tollway study though approximately 20 years ago he did work for someone who is
so qualified.
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ARGUMENT

As was extensively discussed throughout the pre-hearing process in this matter, this is a

licensing proceeding to determine whether AET is a practicable alternative to ORT. As framed

by Intervenor, this question treads closely on the line of being a policy debate about how the

MTA should collect tolls. One thing is clear. This decision was carefully considered

over ten years and is supported by iterations and reiterations of analysis from the top

three industry experts in the nation. Ultimately, this is not the proper forum for a policy

debate. Rather, it is a permitting proceeding designed to determine whether the Application

meets the applicable approval criteria. The record is clear that in choosing ORT, the MTA chose the

least damaging practicable alternative. Tweaking the model, by moving the starting line to

2019 or by updating the model as requested by Intervenor will not change the conclusion

that AET is not a practicable2 alternative to ORT.

1. Moving the Starting Line for the 2014 CDM Smith Model to 2019 does not Eliminate Toll

Increases or Traffic Diversion that are Associated with AET but not Associated with ORT.

For the reasons discussed in Executive Director Mills' May 12, 2017 letter regarding "Running the

old model for future predictions," the MTA could not simply move the starting line for the 2014 CDM

Smith model forward to 2019 as part of any reasoned decision making process. As discussed by Mr.

Quinlin at the public hearing, from a technical modeling standpoint, this approach would be

"indefensible" because it would ignore the front end implementation phase that would be present in any

modeling effort and would thus grossly understate the 2019 toll increase and traffic diversion numbers

associated with AET.

2 Chapter 310 of the Department Rules defines practicable as "[a]vailable and feasible considering cost, existing

technology and logistics based on the overall purpose of the project." Wetland and Waterbody Protection, 06-096 CMR

310 at § 3(R).
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The model was built to establish how the toll increases and traffic diversion associated with

AET offset against the additional capital costs of ORT. The model counted against ORT the entirety

of capital costs associated with ORT in the ten year model period even though in reality these capital

costs would be amortized over 30 years. See Turnpike Exhibit B at 49. The model also counted only

gantry capital costs against AET (i.e. no capital costs for software development or back office

operations were included and construction of a significant facility would be necessary). See Letter

from Mills and Davidson to Tourangeau dated June 5, 2017 at 3-4 (attached hereto as Attachment 1).

The model utilized data inputs for interstate collections of tolls and number of cash customers that

were highly favorable to AET. Id. at 2-3. The model shows that across ten years AET would require

a significant toll increase that would divert traffic while ORT would require no toll increase and

would increase traffic and revenue in year one such that the additional capital costs associated with

ORT could be amortized over the same ten year period without a significant loss associated with ORT.

Turnpike Exhibit B at ES-3.

A. Moving the starting line on the model to 2019 does not eliminate toll increases
associated with AET while no toll increases are required for ORT.

Assuming one could properly move the starting line of the model forward to 2019 and ignore the

most accurate years predicted by the model, there is still no point at which the modeled results for AET

do not include a significant toll increase as compared to no toll increase for ORT. Table 5 of the CDM

Smith Report discussing the model indicates that even with a doubling of the toll at York from $3.00 to

$6.00 there would remain a financial deficit associated with the implementation of AET when compared

to ORT. Turnpike Exhibit B at 21. Two basic premises of the model are that there will be a toll

increase and that toll increase will cause traffic to leave the Turnpike. Even without any toll increase,

AET would cause diversion of traffic away from the Turnpike. As CDM Smith explains: "If AET is

implemented, total toll transactions are expected to decrease compared to the existing condition [... the
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current plaza is existing condition...]. At $0.00 surcharge, a reduction of 1,756,000 transactions is

anticipated, an approximately 12.6 percent reduction compared to the existing condition." Turnpike

Exhibit B at 16.

This reduction in traffic requires an increase in tolls to avoid a loss of revenue due to implementation

of AET. However, there is only so much flexibility to toll increases before toll increases begin to divert

more traffic than the increased toll can cover. Turnpike Exhibit B at 18 ("The estimated leakage of toll

transactions increases as the unregistered video surcharge (toll increase) increases from $0.00 to $4.00

[.. .]. The increase is primarily due to increasing levels of diversion associated with the increased video

toll rate.")

The point of the model was not to specify how much the MTA would increase tolls upon

implementation of AET at a specific point in time. As discussed at the hearing by Executive Director

Mills and Mr. Quinlin, that exercise would need to be completed in close proximity to implementation

of AET via a new investment grade analysis. The point of the 2014 CDM Smith model was to

determine whether AET and ORT were roughly similar or grossly dissimilar in terms of toll increases

and diversion associated with AET versus the additional capital, maintenance and operational costs

associated with ORT. See Turnpike Exhibit B at ES-1-2.

The preface of the CDM Smith Report explains:

Experience on other facilities that have converted to ORT has confirmed that there is very
little impact on net revenue collection. Under AET, however, all non-E-ZPass
transactions must be invoiced. The need to invoice video transactions is where both the
increased risk of revenue leakage and the higher costs of toll collection occur.

When the capital cost impacts are taken into consideration along with the 10-year net

present value of the estimated AET toll revenue impacts, a net positive $18.7 million is
generated. However, it must be remembered that this is assuming a $3.00 unregistered
video surcharge and the accompanying toll diversion to US Route 1. Under ORT, the

resulting combination of capital cost impacts and 10-year net present toll revenue impact

is negative $5.3 million.
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Turnpike Exhibit B at ES-1-2. The 2014 CDM Smith model makes clear that throughout the ten years

modeled there is no point in time at which AET would not require a significant toll increase or at which

significant traffic would not divert from the Turnpike as a result. The model includes no point in time

at which a toll increase would be required for implementation of ORT. Further, even when CDM Smith

included the entirety of the capital, operational and management costs associated with ORT over thirty

years within the ten year modeled period and no toll increases, ORT increased traffic to the Turnpike

and remained at financial parity with AET when AET included a doubling of the toll. Turnpike Exhibit

B at ES-1-2. While Intervenor has posited this twenty four million delta in costs between ORT and AET

as clear grounds supporting AET- this couldn't be further from the case. In reality, implementation of

ORT would allow the Turnpike to maintain current tolling levels and increase revenue at such a rate that

it could cover the increased capital and operational and maintenance costs associated with ORT over ten

years instead of thirty and still come out even with implementing AET at a doubled toll rate. The fact is

that while twenty four million dollars is a significant amount of money, it is only a rounding error as

compared to ten years of MTA toll revenue. In short, the model indicates that AET and ORT come

closest to financial parity only when there is a significant toll increase associated with AET.

It is thus a given that implementation of AET at York will require a significant toll increase.

Intervenor has not argued this point- they can't. The MTA has implemented a policy following an

extremely hard fought toll increase at York in 2012 that there will not be further toll increases until 2031.

See Davidson Pre-Filed Rebuttal at 3-10. ORT is consistent with this MTA policy and allows the MTA

to achieve numerous other financial and logistic policy objectives as discussed at length in the record.

AET does not.

3 Toll increases negatively impact MTA bond ratings. MTA bonds are secured only by revenue stream. An important
measure of the health of a revenue stream is the ability to raise tolls in the event additional revenue is required. This,
as discussed at the hearing by MTA CFO Davidson, is referred to as "toll elasticity." Presently, the MTA has the benefit
of a high level of toll elasticity. Implementation of AET would consume the entirety, or close to the entirety of the
MTA's toll elasticity. It is unlikely that the MTA Bond Trustee, rating agencies or bond holders would find this change
acceptable. See Pre-filed Testimony of Douglass Davidson, CFO at 4.
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B. Moving the starting line on the model to 2019 does not eliminate diversion of traffic
from the Turnpike upon implementation of AET while traffic will return to the
Turnpike with implementation of ORT.

Toll increases cause diversion. As Mr. Lavallee documented in detail in his Pre-Filed Rebuttal

Testimony, even a much smaller toll increase of $1.00 resulted in significant diversion of traffic from

the toll highway in New Hampshire. See Lavallee Pre-Filed Rebuttal Testimony at 7-23(4). This is also

a predicate of the model- the question answered in the model is not whether there will be diversion

associated with AET (there will) but how much. Intervenor's own experts concede that AET will cause

diversion and agreed at the public hearing that the reports prepared by MTA experts were "good" and

conservatively estimated the impacts of diversion. See Pre-Filed Direct Testimony of John Adams and

David Sullivan at 1-2 ("the methodologies utilized in the HNTB studies for the average summer day and

peak hour of the average day seem to be reasonable and consistent with industry practice"). There is no

dispute on the record that implementation of AET will cause diversion of traffic from the Turnpike to

other routes. There is also no dispute on the record that, as Executive Director Mills testified at the

public hearing, the MTA has observed diversion of traffic from adjacent roads to the Turnpike at

locations where it has already implemented ORT. The CDM Smith Report estimates that ORT will

increase revenue — without toll increases — by about $1 million in year one. Turnpike Exhibit B at 22

("Because the $0.00 surcharge had a substantial positive impact on net toll revenue [...for ORT... ], the

forecasts for the greater than $0.00 surcharges [...for ORT...] were not included in this report." "If

ORT is implemented, total toll transactions are estimated to increase by 19,000 compared to the existing

condition."). What this means is that across its entirety, whether in 2015 or 2019, the model indicates

that with ORT traffic will divert to the Turnpike from side roads. As Executive Director Mills testified

at the public hearing, the Legislature created the Turnpike in 1941 with the express purpose of reducing

congestion on adjacent roadways and consolidating it on the Turnpike. ORT achieves this directive.

AET does not.
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2. Updating the 2014 CDM Smith Model to 2019 will not Eliminate Toll Increases Or Traffic
Diversion Associated with AET that will not be Experienced with ORT.

The Department asks and the MTA has carefully considered several questions regarding the

Intervenor request to update the 2014 CDM Smith model with a start date of 2019. Upon conclusion of

the public hearing, Executive Director Mills directed MTA Staff to turn to the data collection required to

update the CDM Smith model to expedite this process as much as possible in the event the Department

ordered an update of the model and to evaluate whether any update would prove useful.

As of the date of this brief, much of that work concerning changes to the significant variables has

been done and the results are summarized in narrative form in Attachment 1. In sum, the data generated

since 2013 runs counter to the feasibility of AET. We have not attempted to estimate the internal costs

of this work. From this point forward, to complete data extraction, build the model, and perform the

related diversion analysis will require three to four months and will cost approximately $125,000.

As discussed further in the June 5, 2017 Statement from Mr. Gary Quinlin, Mr. Roland Lavallee and

Mr. Richard Gobeille that is Attachment 2 to this Brief, building a new model to start in 2019 or 2020

will not eliminate the need for increased tolls and traffic diversion associated with AET. These three

tollway experts from CDM Smith, HNTB and Jacobs Engineering, respectively, have experience with

AET and ORT that is without parallel or question. Their credentials are each paired with their pre-filed

testimony already presented in the record. They all agree on the following principle findings:

1. The unique traffic profile and tolling environment of the Maine Turnpike renders
it comparatively unsuitable for adopting A11 Electronic Tolling as a substitute for
cash collections.

2. Abandoning cash collection in favor of AET will, with reasonable probability,
cause the Turnpike to lose more than 40% of its cash revenue from York.

3. Recovering this loss of cash revenue at York alone would require imposing on
cash customers an additional toll equal to a multiple of the $1 toll increase
imposed by the Turnpike on November 1, 2012.
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4. Traffic diversion resulting from a toll increase would significantly disrupt

regional road systems and undermine a basic function of any limited access

highway: to relieve traffic burdens from local roads.

To build a new model to project the differences in cost and impact between AET and ORT for a

period beginning in either 2019 or 2020 would not materially improve the consideration of AET

as a practicable alternative for deployment at the York Toll. Increased tolls and resulting traffic

diversion would not be eliminated.

Attachment 2 at 1. Three of the top experts in the country agree that AET has negative financial

and logistical consequences in comparison to ORT, no matter the date of implementation of AET

at York. Given this result, the MTA respectfully posits that the Department's question whether

updating the model has "meaningful results" has been answered. No. AET is not practicable in

comparison to ORT.

3. The Costs of Additional Delay Far Outweigh any Benefit.

As noted above, updating the model will take several months and will have a significant price tag

in terms of hard costs. But there are many more costly impacts to the MTA.

First, the current already-rescheduled advertised date for bids for the proposed ORT project is

August 1, 2017. This date was set to allow the use of the critical shoulder seasons to perform work out

of peak tourism season. The York toll plaza is a very high traffic area, and maintaining traffic flow

requires careful planning and execution. Further delay associated with updating a model would result in

the loss of a construction season, and would delay the project for another year. Of course, delay also

means higher capital construction costs. This is a $40 million project, consequently a relatively small

percentage increase will result in significant additional costs.

Second, every year that the MTA must continue to utilize the current, outdated barrier plaza at

York bears significant operational costs and revenue impacts. Repair and maintenance at the current

plaza means more consultant cost and diverted staff time. For example, extending the timeline by

directing the MTA to update the CDM Smith model will mean that MTA information technology staff
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will be redirected to work this issue again, which means that they will not be available to work on other

important projects.

Finally, and more broadly, further delay also means that the public will be denied the safety,

convenience, air quality and other benefits of highway speed tolling that the proposed ORT project

provides. Despite the passionate opinions of those focused on preventing any relocation of the York

plaza, the reality is that the proposed plaza will provide huge public benefits. The fundamental point is

that the cost of delay is much more than a few months and S125,000.

CONCLUSION

In closing, it is important to keep an eye on the bigger picture as one responds to the Intervenor

request. Virtually everyone agrees that the current plaza desperately needs replacing and that Turnpike

customers and the State deserve highway speed tolling at the gateway to Maine. If the Department

requires the MTA to update the CDM Smith model, a requirement that we are confident will result only

in further evidence supporting the already clear conclusion that AET is not a practicable alternative to

ORT, the MTA will lose a construction season. Further, if, at the end of the day, the Department

determines that AET is a practicable alternative, the result will not be MTA implementation of AET at

York. The MTA will not implement AET at this time. Instead, the MTA will continue to make repairs

to the existing, substandard, barrier plaza at the gateway to Maine.

We respectfully submit that the record is clear. AET is not a practicable alternative to ORT.

Additional modelling to further prove an established point is unnecessary.

Dated: June 5, 2017
oanna Brown roticazzcau
Drummond Woodsum
84 Marginal Way, Suite 600
Portland, ME 04101
207-772-1941

Attorney for Maine Turnpike Authority
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STATE OF MAINE 
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION 

IN THE MATTER OF 

MAINE TURNPIKE AUTHORITY ) 
) 

DEP #L-27241-TG-A-N ) 
DEP #L-27275-TP-A-N )

)
) 

APPLICATION FOR A NATURAL 
RESOURCES PROTECTION ACT PERMIT 
and NOTICE OF INTENT FOR SITE 
LOCATION OF DEVELOPMENT GENERAL 
PERMIT FOR CONSTRUCTION OF A NEW 
TOLL PLAZA LOCATED IN YORK, MAINE 

STATEMENT CONCERNING THE UTILITY OF A NEW MODEL FOR EVALUATING ALL 
ELECTRONIC TOLLING AT THE YORK TOLL PLAZA  

The purpose of a model is to provide a reasonable guidepost for policy makers and investors; and it does 
that well when the user is willing and able to accept the unavoidable uncertainties of multi-variable 
statistical analysis. 

When the Maine Turnpike decided to retain cash collection on the highway in 2014, it did so with the 
benefit of independent studies from two of the nation's leading experts, an HNTB analysis from 2009 
and a freshly produced quantitative model from CDM Smith.  Though five years apart, both analyses 
were consistent in predicting significant toll increases and traffic diversion from the Maine Turnpike 
associated with All Electronic Tolling (AET) and increased traffic to the Turnpike and no toll increases 
associated with Open Road Tolling (ORT). The authors of both reports have testified in these 
proceedings and submitted to cross examination. 

The following principles emerge from these two studies: 

1. The unique traffic profile and tolling environment of the Maine Turnpike renders it comparatively
unsuitable for adopting AET as a substitute for cash collections.

2. Abandoning cash collection in favor of AET will, with reasonable probability, cause the Turnpike to
lose more than 40% of its cash revenue from York.

3. Recovering this loss of cash revenue at York alone would require imposing on cash customers an
additional toll equal to a multiple of the $1 toll increase imposed by the Turnpike on November 1,
2012. 

4. Traffic diversion resulting from a toll increase would significantly disrupt regional road systems and
undermine a basic function of any limited access highway:  to relieve traffic burdens from local
roads.

To build a new model to project the differences in cost and impact between AET and ORT for a period 
beginning in either 2019 or 2020 would not materially improve the consideration of AET as a 
practicable alternative for deployment at the York Toll.  Increased tolls and resulting traffic diversion 
would not be eliminated. 

Attachment 2
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